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MAHLE REPORTS ADJUSTED EBITDA¹ OF R$ 14.3 million i n 2Q20;  
ADJUSTED EBITDA MARGIN OF 4.0%  

 
Mogi Guaçu, São Paulo, August 12, 2020 - MAHLE Metal Leve S.A. (B3: LEVE3), a Brazilian automotive parts 

company that manufactures and sells components for internal combustion engines and automotive filters, today 

announced financial results for its fiscal 2020 second quarter ended June 30, 2020. Unless otherwise noted, 

financial and operating information is provided on a consolidated basis and in Brazilian reais (BRL) and is prepared 

in accordance with the Brazilian Corporation Law.  
  

HIGHLIGHTS 
 

 Net Sales Revenue:  R$ 360.9 million in 2Q20, a decrease of 45.5% 
compared with 2Q19. Net sales revenue decreased 27.3% in 1H20 
compared with 1H19; 
 

 Domestic Original Equipment Market: The Company reported a sales 
decline of 63.8% in 2Q20 and of 37.7% in 1H20;  

 
 Automotive Industry:  According to data published by the Association 

of Motor Manufacturers of Brazil (ANFAVEA) and of Argentina 
(ADEFA), while the consolidated vehicle production fell 49.7%, the 
Brazilian vehicle market was down 50.1% and the Argentine vehicle 
market declined 46.3%; 
 

 Cash Retention:  In order to preserve cash in the light of the 
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, the shareholders of the Company 
approved at the Ordinary General Meeting held on May 29, 2020 the 
suspension of previously proposed additional dividends of R$ 175.6 
million, which was assigned to a special reserve;   
 

 Net Debt:  It is important to note that, despite the impact of the 
pandemic, MAHLE Metal Leve reduced its net debt by R$ 45.2 million 
at the end of 1H20, or 24.0% when compared to the end of 2019; 

 
 100 years of existence: In December 2020, the MAHLE Group will 

complete 100 years with the confidence that we will continue to grow 
and work to be an innovative and attractive company for our 
shareholders, employees and partners. 

 

 

    
 

¹ Adjustment made to EBITDA for impairment of R$ 29.2 million of goo dwill of subsidiary MAHLE Argentina S.A.; 
² Adjustment made to net income/net margin for impairment  of R$ 29.2 million of goodwill of subsidiary MAHLE Argentina S.A . and reversal 

of R$ 7.2 million of income tax and social contribution related to th is impairment.  
 

Earnings conference call 
and webcast: 

 
Date: 8/13/2020 

Time:  
12 noon - Brasilia 

4:00 p.m. - London 
11:00 a.m. - New York 

 
 

Webcast 
(in Portuguese): 

https://webcastlite.mziq.com/co
ver.html?webcastId=0a32a0e5-
3f9f-41e2-9624-0fbd665bb252 

 
Webcast  

(simultaneous translation to English): 
https://webcastlite.mziq.com/co
ver.html?webcastId=dad0572d-
8535-4f34-9d55-41946a981840 

 
 

Dial-in numbers: 
Brazil: +55 11 3181-8565 
Brazil: +55 11 4210-1803 

USA: +1 412 717-9627 
 

Passcode: MAHLE 
 
 
 

IR website: 
https://ri.mahle.com.br/ 
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1 Management Commentary  

Now the world sees the COVID-19 pandemic accelerating in the US and Brazil as well as in other countries, with an 

increase in the number of new daily confirmed cases and deaths.  

 

In Brazil, exchange rates have been very volatile, with big fluctuations since the beginning of the pandemic. There 

is uncertainty concerning global and local macroeconomic fundamentals and inflation principally because of the 

recovery in gasoline price and power rate increases that were delayed in response to COVID-19. 

 

Fiscal 2020 began with a more moderate-than-expected automotive production and a new challenge of the COVID-

19 pandemic that affected the whole world and, in this context, the Company was also impacted. We saw a decline 

in sales volume due also to the quarantine as our customers closed their plants. In the light of the severity of the 

pandemic and unpredictable factors beyond our control, MAHLE Metal Leve and its subsidiaries, like many other 

companies, have implemented stringent sanitizing protocols and adopted collective and selective vacation at all 

units in Brazil from the week of March 23 to the week of April 13-18, 2020, varying according to the business unit 

and the COVID-19 situation at each location.  

 

In the context mentioned above, the Company reported a 45.5% decline in 2Q20 revenue compared with the year-

ago quarter, driven by declines in sales of domestic OE market (-63.8%), OE exports (-43.3%) and Aftermarket (-

30.7%). The Company’s revenue decreased 27.3% in 1H20 compared with the same period of 2019 due to 

declines in sales of domestic OE market (-37.7%), OE exports (-24.5%) and Aftermarket (-20.8%).  

 

The chart below shows the Company’s revenue broken down by business segment in 1H20 and 1H19: 
 

 
 
In the light of the COVID-19 crisis, the Company formed a crisis committee to closely monitor the evolving situation 

at all its plants with the objective of reducing as much as possible the risk of infection of employees and service 

providers. The Company has taken a series of measures in line with the recommendations and guidance from the 

proper health authorities and stringent sanitizing protocols. We made temporary adjustments in production 

operations at all manufacturing plants to meet the market demand by adjusting shifts with enhanced cleaning and 

sanitizing protocols. Additionally, the Company allowed the administrative staff to work from home. 

 

The Company’s filter factory in the city of Mogi Guaçu formed a task force to mass-produce disposable face masks 

using available resources. These masks were sent to the cities of Mogi Guaçu, Itajubá and Limeira for supply to 

health care workers and wider community. In addition, the units of Mogi Guaçu, Itajubá and Limeira donated 

medical supplies to the local hospitals to help fight the ongoing coronavirus pandemic. The medical supplies 

include mechanical ventilators, vital signs monitors, disposable masks and masks with filter, gloves, oximeters, etc. 

according to the needs of the hospitals 
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During this challenging time, the Company has implemented labor measures to keep its workforce employed and to 

deal with the state of calamity declared by Decree No. 06 of March 20, 2020. To this end, the Company made 

collective labor agreements to preserve as many jobs as possible through reduction of working hours and salary or 

temporary suspension of employment contract and restructuring the business. 

  

The Company is taking the appropriate preventive measures to ensure a safe and gradual return of employees to 

the workplace, in line with the guidance from the World Health Organization (WHO) and local authorities. 

 

As for accounts receivable, all measures have been taken to mitigate the risk of default, such as renegotiation and 

extension of payment terms upon request. The Company negotiated the terms of its loans with financial institutions 

to improve cash flow and to mitigate any liquidity risk.  

 

We will actively monitor the economic situation in Brazil and globally in order to adjust our operations accordingly.  

 

 

2 About MAHLE Metal Leve  

We are a Brazilian automotive parts company that manufactures and sells components for internal combustion 

engines and automotive filters. We manufacture the highest quality products with the latest technology, and we are 

continuously investing in the research and development of new products and production processes. 

  

We have been operating in Brazil since the 1950’s and have a large portfolio of products and integrated solutions 

that in most cases have been specially customized in conjunction with our principal customers. In the original 

equipment industry, MAHLE supplies automotive manufacturers and the Aftermarket business segment supplies 

large auto parts distributors and engine repair shops.  

 

Our products are manufactured and sold in Brazil and Argentina and exported to more than 60 countries, including 

USA, Germany, Mexico, Portugal and Spain, for a diversified portfolio of customers including General Motors, 

Volkswagen, Fiat, Ford, Daimler MBB, Opel, International, Cummins, Volvo, PSA Peugeot, John Deere, Renault, 

Scania, Caterpillar, Honda, Hyundai, among others. 

   

We own five production plants, four of which are located in Brazil, in the cities of Mogi Guaçu (two units) and São 

Bernardo do Campo, in the State of São Paulo, and in Itajubá, State of Minas Gerais. Our fifth plant is located in 

the city of Rafaela, Argentina. We have two distribution centers: one in the city of Limeira, State of São Paulo, and 

one in Buenos Aires, Argentina. We have a technology center in the city of Jundiaí, State of São Paulo, which we 

believe is one of the largest and most well-equipped technology centers in Latin America for the development of 

components and solution packages for internal combustion engines. This center allows us to deliver value to and 

serve our customers in a customized and efficient manner, and develop innovative new product technologies and 

processes.  

 

As part of the globally active MAHLE Group, we are able to exchange knowledge, provide and have constant 

access to the latest technologies and work alongside our customers to develop new products, which we believe are 

key factors to the high level of market penetration and customer loyalty that we have achieved. 
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3 The MAHLE Group celebrates its 100-year anniversa ry

MAHLE has been keeping people in motion for 100 years. 

It is time to celebrate. On December 1, 2020 we will achieve an important milestone in our 

Company’s history: the 100th anniversary of the MAHLE Group. 

   

MAHLE Metal Leve S.A. (Company) belongs to the MAHLE Group (controlling shareholder), 

one of the world’s most traditional groups in the automotive parts industry and that was 

founded in Germany. Today, the MAHLE Group, including the Company, operates around 160 production locations 

and 16 research and development centers, in 35 countries on 5 continents.    

 

The year is 1920. The start of an exciting decade in which Charles Lindberg flies across the Atlantic, Albert Einstein 

receives the Nobel Prize, Mahatma Ghandi begins his non-violent protest, Deutsche Luft Hansa AG is founded and 

the Nürburgring starts operating. In Stuttgart/Germany, two brothers lay the foundation for a global company: Back 

in those times, Ernst and Hermann Mahle develop products which become best-sellers and which establish the 

reputation of today’s global corporation as an innovator. Since then, MAHLE has become one of the 20 largest 

automotive suppliers worldwide with around 79,000 employees. Our innovative solutions continue to set new 

standards in the field of alternative drives and in the optimization of internal combustion engines.    

 

"We will continue to grow and work on being an innovative and attractive company for our employees and partners. 

We want to shape the next 100 years of mobility", says Dr. Jörg Stratmann, CEO of the MAHLE Group. 

 

The automotive industry is going through an unprecedented transformation. The MAHLE Group is positioning itself 

for the future of mobility, focusing on global and automotive megatrends. 
 
The MAHLE Group’s vision will drive the transformation process. The motivation to be part of the change is 

therefore crucial in accomplishing goals and turning vision into reality.  

 

We are looking forward to celebrating our 100th anniversary together with you and for this reason we would like to 

invite you to visit us at http://www.br.mahle.com/pt/100-years/ 

 

Today and tomorrow. For future generations. And for the next 100 years.   

 

 

4 Development of the Automotive Industry  

4.1 Development of the Brazilian market  
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The table below shows Brazil’s domestic auto production, sales and inventory for the periods under review:   
 

 
 
 
 
4.2 Development of the Argentine market 

 

 
 
 

4.3 Brazil’s and Argentina’s vehicle production and sal es  
 
The table below shows consolidated vehicle production and sales figures for Brazil and Argentina. The Company’s 

domestic market comprises Brazil and Argentina. 
 

 
 
 
4.4 Vehicle production in the main export markets 
The table below shows vehicle production in 1H20 in North America and Europe, which are the Company’s main 

export markets, compared with 1H19. 
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5 Company’s Financial and Economic Performance 

 
¹ Additional information is presented in item 5.10 below.  
² Additional information is presented in item 5.13 below. 
 
 
5.1 Net sales revenue and net revenue by market 
It is important to note that the Company considers as Domestic Market the revenue generated from its operations 

in Brazil and Argentina. For this reason, in this market, with respect to the consolidation of the financial statements, 

the tables below present negative exchange rate effects of the translation of the financial statements from 

Argentine peso to Brazilian real. 
 
The Company reported a reduction of 45.5% in its consolidated net revenue for 2Q20 compared with the same 

period of 2019. The table below shows revenue by market and its respective impacts in terms of volume/price and 

exchange rate variation period over period:  
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In 1H20, the Company saw a 27.3% decline in its consolidated net revenue compared with the same period of 

2019. The table below shows revenue by market and its respective impacts in terms of volume/price and exchange 

rate variation period over period: 
 

 
 

 
5.2 Original Equipment (OE) sales  

 
Domestic market:   
In 2Q20, the domestic OE segment reported a decline of 63.8%, with a 63.7% fall in volume/price and exchange 

rate effects of -0.1%. In 1H20, the domestic OE segment declined 37.7%, with a 37.6% fall in volume/price and 

exchange rate effects of -0.1%. It is worth mentioning that the consolidated vehicle production, i.e. vehicle 

production in Brazil and Argentina, fell 49.7% during the first six months of 2020. 

 

In both periods, sales in the domestic market were affected principally by the impacts of COVID-19 on the Brazilian 

society and economy, principally after quarantine was imposed as plants throughout the supply chain, including our 

customers’ plants, have temporarily closed.   
 
 
Export market:  
In 2Q20, we saw a decline of 43.3% in this market, consisting of a 40.7% fall in volume/price and exchange rate 

effects of -2.6%. In 1H20, the fall was 24.5%, with the impact of the 27.8% fall in volume/price, which was offset in 

part by exchange rate changes of 3.3%.  
 
The table below presents exports in hard currency: 
 

          
 
Our exports were affected principally by the global COVID-19 pandemic which initially impacted our main export 

markets.  
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5.3 Aftermarket sales 

Domestic market:  

When comparing 2Q20 with 2Q19, the domestic Aftermarket declined 32.0%, with negative impacts of volume/price 

of 30.6% and exchange rate changes of -1.4%. In 1H20, the fall was 20.0%, with a 18.1% fall in volume/price and 

exchange rate changes of -1.9%. 

 

In both periods, sales in the domestic market were affected principally by the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic 

on society and the economy as the governments ordered closure of shops in order to slow the spread of 

coronavirus, causing disruptions to the distribution chain. As a consequence, as from mid-March the Brazilian 

market started to feel the effects of the pandemic and sales plummeted by a record amount in April and picked up 

slightly in May. 

 

It is important to note that, despite the difficulties and the fall in demand, we have not experienced any payment 

delays.   
 
 
Export market:  

In 2Q20, our Aftermarket exports fell 26.4%, with a 40.9% fall in volume/price which was offset in part by exchange 

rate change of 14.5%. In 1H20, the fall was 23.2%, with a 35.1% fall in volume/price which was offset in part by 

exchange rate change of 11.9%.  

 

The table below shows Aftermarket exports in hard currency:  
 

    

In both periods, the scenario was challenging for this segment on account of several economic and political crises 

in South American countries since the end of 2019. Added to this is the COVID-19 pandemic, which led some 

countries to establish stricter customs controls. In addition, we have strengthened control over receivables from our 

customers to mitigate the risk of bad debt and have restructured commercial and marketing actions.  

 

Our teams could not travel to visit our customers’ sites during the lockdown and then are offering phone and e-mail 

support to our customers to stay engaged with the markets. 
 
 
5.4 Consolidated export by region  
The graph below shows our exports by geographic region in 1H20 and 1H19:  
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5.5 Net revenue by segment 

In 2Q20, the engine component segment reported a 44.6% decline in sales and the filter segment registered a drop 

of 53.3% compared with the same period of 2019.   

 

In 1H20, the engine component segment sales fell 26.0% and the filter segment dropped 37.6% compared with the 

same period of 2019.    

 

The fall in sales of both segments, as shown below, can be attributed principally to the COVID-19 pandemic: 
 

 

The filter segment sales were impacted by the high 

levels of inventory of our customers that have reduced 

their purchases.    

 

In March, the Company started sales actions for this 

segment to recapture part of lost sales, but these 

actions were negatively affected by the COVID-19 

pandemic from mid-March when almost all states 

introduced containment measures to slow the spread of 

the disease.      
 

 
5.6 Net revenue by product  
The graph below shows the share of each product in the Company’s total sales in terms of percentage for 1H20 

and 1H19: 
 

  
 
 
5.7 Gross margin  

The Company ended 2Q20 with a gross margin of 12.2% versus 25.0% in 2Q19. In 1H20, gross margin was 22.0% 

versus 26.1% in 1H19, as shown in the table below: 
 

 
 

The decline in sales was a result of the impact from the COVID-19 quarantine as our customers closed their plants. 

In the light of the severity of the pandemic and unpredictable factors beyond our control, the Company has 

implemented stringent sanitizing protocols and adopted collective and selective vacation at all units in Brazil from 

the week of March 23 to the week of April 13-18, 2020, varying according to the business unit and the COVID-19 

situation at each location.  
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5.8 Selling, general and administrative expenses  
Selling expenses: the decrease in the quarter was largely due to the fact that the Company did not use freight 

services in the wake of the pandemic. In 1H20, the decrease was not greater because of various small impacts, 

such as foreign currency exposure of some expenses and the restructuring effects still from 1Q20. 

General and administrative expenses: the decrease in the quarter was due to efforts to pursue higher productivity 

also in the Company’s indirect areas, while in 1H20 the effects of restructuring and inflation (Argentina) in 1Q20 

have contributed to offset the higher productivity in the indirect areas.   
 

 
 
 

5.9 Technology and new product development expenses  
The decrease in technology and new product development expenses, as shown in the table below, was a result of 

the impact from the COVID-19 pandemic as during the quarantine the R&D activities were interrupted. 

 

However, it is worth mentioning that the Company believes that it is of utmost importance to continue to invest in 

R&D and that the focus on technology innovations involving developments in partnership with customers and 

patent registration and launch of new products in the market are among our key competitive advantages.  
 

 
 
 
5.10 Other operating income (expenses), net 
This account records a net expense of R$ 36.9 million for 2Q20 versus R$ 2.0 million in the same period of 2019. 

In 1H20, the Company posted a net expense of R$ 45.6 million versus R$ 2.5 million in 1H19, as shown in the 

table below:  
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The major variances in the periods were as follows:  

 Non-recurring expense from impairment losses on intangible assets of subsidiary MAHLE Argentina S.A.. 

 Negative variance in “Provision/reversal for labor, civil and tax contingencies” related principally to labor 

claims, was mainly due to the following: (i) decrease in reversals because courts reduced their activities at 

the beginning of March 2020 during the pandemic; (ii) reversals for the prior period used for comparison 

were above the Company’s historical average. 

 The line item of export expenses (Argentina) refers to the new export tax imposed by the Argentine 

government (3 pesos per dollar on exports). 
 
 
5.11 Operating result measured by EBITDA
The table below shows changes in the components of EBITDA for the periods under review: 
 

 
¹ Additional information is presented in the preceding item 5.10.  
 
 
5.12 Finance income and costs  
The Company recorded net finance costs of R$ 19.8 million for 2Q20 and of R$ 9.5 million for the year-ago quarter, 

which represents a negative variance of R$ 10.3 million period over period. In 1H20, the Company recorded net 

finance costs of R$ 60.4 million and of R$ 18.3 million for the same period of 2019, a negative variance of R$ 42.1 

million period over period.  
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Net interest (i): 

The positive variance of R$ 1.7 million in “Interest income on financial investments” from 2Q19 to 2Q20 

was due to the increase in the average amount of financial investments to R$ 403.4 million in 2Q20 from 

R$ 75.5 million in 2Q19, while there was a reduction in the average rates of interest to 3.2% p.a. in 2Q20 

from 6.0% p.a. in 2Q19. When this same analysis is made for the six-month period, the positive variance of 

R$ 2.1 million is the result of the increase in the average amount of financial investments to R$ 155.1 

million in 1H20 from R$ 112.1 million in 1H19, while there was also a reduction in the average interest rates 

to 3.6% p.a. in 1H20 from 5.5% p.a. in 1H19. In both periods, the reduction in the average interest rates 

followed the cut in Brazil’s basic interest rate (SELIC). 

 

The negative variance of R$ 3.3 million in “Interest expenses on loans” from 2Q19 to 2Q20 was due to the 

increase in the average levels of borrowings to R$ 668.4 million in 2Q20 from R$ 392.2 million in 2Q19, 

coupled with an increase in the weighted average cost to 4.2% p.a. in 2Q20 from 3.7% p.a. in 2Q19. When 

this same analysis is made for the six-month period, the negative variance of R$ 3.9 million is the result of 

the decrease in the average levels of borrowings to R$ 293.9 million in 1H20 from R$ 382.8 million in 

1H19, and a reduction in the weighted average cost to 3.9% p.a. in 1H20 from 4.3% p.a. in 1H19. 

  

The table below shows interest rates and average amounts of debt and investments: 

 

 
 

The Company’s average debt increased 70.4% from 2Q19 to 2Q20 due to new borrowing agreements like 

4131/Bank Credit Note (working capital loan with floating rates of CDI + annual fixed cost). 
 
Net exchange rate variation and Gain (loss) on deri vatives (ii): 

It is worth mentioning that these two line items “Exchange rate variation, net” and “Gain (loss) on 

derivatives” should always be analyzed together, because the Company monitors and manages its foreign 

currency exposures and continually assesses whether it needs to use derivatives to hedge its foreign 

exchange risk. The objective of the currency hedging program is to minimize foreign exchange risks that 

could arise from adverse market conditions and negatively impact the Company’s profitability. Also, with 

respect to foreign exchange risks, the hedging policy is to protect the estimated cash flow position (budget) 

and actual cash flow (balance sheet) denominated in and/or indexed to foreign currency through the use of 

derivative financial instruments (NDF – Non-Deliverable Forwards). Additional information is presented in 

Note 31 to the Interim Financial Statements at June 30, 2020. 

 
Net monetary variation + Other (iii): 

The positive variation period over period was due to the inflation-adjustment to the provisions for labor, tax 

contingencies and judicial deposits. 
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5.13 Income tax and social contribution  
The Company recorded a credit of R$ 15.3 million for income tax and social contribution on profit at June 30, 2020 

in the consolidated financial statements (expense of R$ 49.8 million at June 30, 2019) as detailed below: 
 

 Current tax: expense of R$ 5.6 million generated principally by subsidiaries MAHLE Argentina S.A. and 

MAHLE Metal Leve GmbH; 

 

 Deferred tax: credit of R$ 20.9 million with no impact on cash, comprising mainly changes in provisions, 

impairment of goodwill from investment in subsidiary MAHLE Argentina S.A.. 
 

Additional information is provided in Note 11 to the Interim Financial Statements at June 30, 2020.  
 
 
5.14 Net profit (loss)  
Adjusted profit: Adjustments were for impairment of R$ 29.2 million of goodwill of subsidiary MAHLE Argentina S.A. 

and reversal of R$ 7.2 million of income tax and social contribution related to the impairment. The table below 

shows changes in profit attributable to owners of the parent and adjusted profit attributable  

to owners of the parent: 
 

  
 
Additional information on earnings per share is presented in Note 23 to the Interim Financial Statements at June 

30, 2020. 
 
 
5.15 Investments 
The table below shows investments and total accumulated depreciation for 1H20 and 1H19: 
 

  
 
In 1H20, the Company invested in R&D equipment, energy efficiency programs, new machinery and equipment in 

order to increase productivity and quality, new products, new buildings, information technology, among others.  

 

It is worth noting that the volume of investments in the period was impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic.         
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5.16 Net position of financial assets and liabilities  
The Company’s net debt was R$ 143.1 million at the end of 1H20 versus R$ 188.3 million at the end of 2019.  
 

 
 
It is worth noting that, despite the COVID-19 impacts, the Company has reduced its net debt by R$ 45.2 million or 

24.0%. 

 

The charts below show the maturities of the liabilities classified into short-term and long-term at the end of 1H20, 

which represents 73% and 27%, respectively, of the debt displayed in the table above:  
 
 

  
 

 
 

 

The chart below shows our borrowings at June 30, 2020 and December 31, 2019, broken down by type of facility 

with respective cost, and the Company’s weighted average cost:  
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5.17 Distribution of interest on capital to shareholders   

In fiscal year 2019, the Board of Directors approved the distribution of R$ 81.9 million in Interest on Capital (gross), 

which was submitted to the Ordinary General Meeting for approval on May 29, 2020, as shown below: 
 

  
 
For more information about payouts, please visit our website https://ri.mahle.com.br/acoes/historico-de-proventos/ 
 
In the fulfillment of the duty of diligence set forth in article 153 of the Brazilian Corporate Law and sensitive to the 

potential impacts of COVID-19 on the Brazilian and global economies, which are unprecedented in world history, 

Management emphasized the need to preserve the Company’s cash resources in order to have a cushion to ride 

out the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, the extent of which was and still is not possible to estimate, and to keep 

our business operating smoothly and in compliance with legal and contractual obligations previously assumed by 

the Company.    

 

It is worth pointing out that the balance of retained earnings at December 31, 2019 was recorded as a proposal for 

distribution of additional dividends according to the terms of paragraph 6 of article 202 of the Brazilian Corporate 

Law. As a result of the coronavirus pandemic, the shareholders of the Company approved at the Ordinary General 

Meeting held on May 29, 2020 the suspension of the previously proposed additional dividends of R$ 175.6 million 

in order to preserve cash. The retained earnings were assigned to a special reserve and the Company will resume  

the dividend distributions gradually as soon as its financial strength is bolstered.  

 

 

6 Investor Relations and Capital Market  
During the second quarter of 2020, our Investor Relations team continued to have interactions with investors and 

the general market but within the limitation imposed by the strict measures introduced to tackle the spread of 

COVID-19. The staff adopted a work-from-home policy to comply with social distancing directives. Unfortunately, 

in-person meetings, conferences and site visits had to be canceled. It is worth noting that we continue to interact 

with our shareholders and the general market by teleconferencing, phone and e-mail. 
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6.1 Stock performance and free float turnover 
The graphs below show the market performance of LEVE3 stock, Average Daily Trading Volume (ADTV), and the 

ratio of average turnover to free-float market capitalization: 
 

  
 
 
 
6.2 Shareholder Structure 
At the end of 1H20 and 1H19, the Company’s existing shareholder base and free float are as follows: 

 

 
 
 

 

The graph below shows the main countries from which the Company's free float investors are from at the end of  

1H20 and 1H19: 
 

 
 
 

7 Coronavirus 
MAHLE Metal Leve is concerned with the health of its employees and society and has therefore joined the fight 

against COVID-19. 

 

Initially, the Company’s filter factory in the city of Mogi Guaçu formed a task force to mass-produce disposable face 

masks using available resources. These masks were sent to the cities of Mogi Guaçu, Itajubá and Limeira for 

supply to health care workers and wider community.  
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Furthermore, the units of Mogi Guaçu, Itajubá and Limeira donated medical supplies to the local hospitals to help 

fight the ongoing coronavirus pandemic. The medical supplies include mechanical ventilators, vital signs monitors, 

disposable face masks and masks with filter, gloves, oximeters, etc. according to the needs of the hospitals. In the 

second phase of donations, the Company donated disposable face masks to the local hospitals of Itajubá, Limeira 

and São João da Boa Vista and the Social Promotion Department of the city of Mogi Guaçu. 

 

The Company’s health services further expanded its offerings during this unsettling time to include online health 

care services to support our employees and their families. 

 

The Company is taking the appropriate preventive measures to ensure a safe and gradual return of employees to 

the workplace, in line with the guidance from the World Health Organization (WHO) and local authorities. To this 

end, the Company has created a complete handbook containing all preventive measures and instructions and 

advice about how to handle issues concerning the health and safety of employees and those involved in the 

Company’s internal processes, and has implemented controlling access to its buildings to contain and mitigate the 

spread of COVID-19 in the workplace.      

 

MAHLE will continue to evaluate other ways to support communities, using existing available resources and its 

technology experience to help fight COVID-19. 
 
 

8 Independent Auditors 
In accordance with CVM Instruction 381/03, the Company and its subsidiaries take appropriate steps to ensure that 

the provision of non-audit services by the external auditors does not create any conflict of interest or impair the 

independence and objectivity of the external auditors. 

 

During the second quarter of 2020, the Company did not engage KPMG Auditores Independentes to perform non-

audit services; therefore, there is no situation that could constitute conflict of interest under that Instruction. 
 
 

9 Executive Board's Declaration  
In compliance with the provisions of CVM Instruction 480, the Executive Board hereby declares that it has 

discussed, reviewed and agrees with the financial statements for the quarter ended June 30, 2020 and the opinions 

expressed in the independent auditor’s report.   
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